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Cutting 

MAS8074-J ............. Border Stripe ............................. Black ..........................1-1/2 yards
MAS8070-E  ............ Enchanted Roses ..................... Tan .............................FQ
MAS8072-E  ............Lacy Wildflowers ...................... Tan .............................3/8 yard
MAS607-G ............. Just Enough Dot Duo ............... Green.........................FQ
MAS607-J ............... Just Enough Dot Duo ............... Black ..........................FQ
MAS607-R .............. Just Enough Dot Duo ............... Red .............................FQ
MAS8062-G ........... Romantic Scroll ........................ Green.........................FQ
MAS8062-R ............ Romantic Scroll ........................ Red .............................FQ
MAS8071-J ............. Scattered Roses ....................... Black ..........................FQ
MAS8076-G ........... Enchanted Toile ....................... Green Tonal ..............FQ
MAS8076-R ............ Enchanted Toile ....................... Red Tonal ..................FQ
MAS8070-J  ............ Enchanted Roses ..................... Black ..........................5/8 yard
Your Choice  ......... Backing ..........................................................................3 yards

Fabric 

From MAS8074-J fussy cut:
 (4) 3-1/2” strips the length of the fabric centering the tan rose stripe in each.  

From MAS8070-E cut:  
 (4) 8” squares

From MAS8072-E cut:
 (2)11-7/8” squares into:
  (8) quarter square triangles by cutting each square in half diagonally in both directions.  

                              
 (2) 6-3/8” squares into:
  (4) half square triangles by cutting each square in half diagonally once. 

                                      

From each of the remaining fat quarters cut:
 (24) 3” squares

From MAS8070-J cut:
 (25) 3” squares
 Use remaining fabric for binding.



Construction 

Inner Border:
3. Using the  3” squares, randomly piece together 
one strip of (13) squares, two strips of (14) squares, 
and one strip of (15) squares. 

4. Sew the 13-square strip to the bottom of the 
center piece, trim. Add the two 14-square strips 
to either side, lining up with the top of the quilt  as 
shown, trim. Sew final 15-square strip to the to the 
top. trim. 

Ribbon Border:
5. Sew on the rose border strips, mitering the 

corners. 

Use a 1/4” seam allowance.

1. Using (1) 3” square from each fabric, randomly 
sew a 9-patch block. Finished block will be 8” 
square. Make 9.

2. Using the nine-patch blocks from step 1, the 
8” squares of MAS8070-E, and the quarter square 
triangles of MAS8072-E, piece together center of 
quilt as shown adding the half square triangles of 
MAS8072-E on the corners:



Outer Border:
6. Using the remaining Dark 3” squares, randomly piece together one strip of (19) squares, two strips 

of (20) squares, and one strip of (21) squares.  

7. Using the same method as in step 4, sew the strips to the quilt starting with the 19-strip piece on 
the bottom, the two 20-strip pieces on the sides and finishing with the 21-strip piece on top. 

8. Quilt as desired and bind.


